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Abstract We investigate a typical aerofoil section under dynamic stall conditions, the structural model is 
linear and the aerodynamic loading is represented by the Leishman-Beddoes semi-empirical dynamic stall 
model. The loads given by this model are non-linear and non-smooth, therefore we have integrated the 
equation of motion using a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg algorithm equipped with event detection. The main 
focus of the paper is on the interaction between the Hopf bifurcation typical of aero-elastic systems, which 
causes flutter oscillations, and the discontinuous definition of the stall model. The paper shows how the 
non-smooth definition of the dynamic stall model can generate a non-smooth Hopf bifurcation. The 
mechanisms for the appearance of limit cycle attractors are described by using standard tools of the theory 
of dynamical systems such as phase plots and bifurcation diagrams. 
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1. - INTRODUCTION 
Dynamic stall is a complex unsteady flow phenomenon characterized by the formation, convection and 
shedding of vortices on the suction side of an aerofoil [1-3]. It may induce oscillations in turbo-machinery 
compressor blades, helicopter blades, wind turbines and other streamlined structures operating at high 
angles of incidence. The relevant aerodynamic loads on the aerofoil can be significantly different from the 
loads corresponding to the same angle of incidence in the static case. A thorough description of dynamic 
stall with particular emphasis on modelling can be found in reference [4]. In the present paper only a brief 
description of the most important aspects of flow development about the aerofoil will be given to describe 
the effects of dynamic stall on the aerodynamic loading.  
 
Figure 1 illustrates the aerodynamic loading due to dynamic stall for a pure pitching oscillation of an 
aerofoil. The main steps during a dynamic stall cycle are indicated by numbers on the curves in this figure. 
At point 1 the dynamic lift exceeds maximum static lift when its angle of incidence is close to the static 
stall angle. A vortex is then formed at the leading edge at point 2 which also marks the beginning of the 
moment stall. The vortex, attached to the airfoil, grows in strength, is convected along the suction side, 
reaches the trailing edge and begins its detachment at point 3, which also corresponds to the lift stall. 
Finally, when the angle of incidence is low enough again, flow reattachment begins at point 4. 
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The presence of an attached vortex on the suction side of the aerofoil generates a higher lift whereas the 
detachment of this vortex results in a substantial lift reduction. 
Several semi-empirical dynamical stall models have been proposed in the literature [5-10]. In the present 
paper we have chosen the state-space formulation of the Leishman-Beddoes model (LB model) [11-13] 
because this model and its many modifications [14, 15] are widely used in engineering applications.  
Research on the dynamics of non-smooth dynamical systems is a fast growing field [16-20]. However the 
complexity of the LB model and its relatively large size prevent us from using some of the powerful 
theories currently under development for the analysis of such systems. We have chosen the structural 
model to be linear so as to ensure that the non-linear behaviour is exclusively due to the aerodynamics 
loading represented by the LB model.  
The present papers differs from others on a similar topic [21-25] because it is mainly concerned with the 
effects of the interaction between the discontinuous definition of an aero-elastic system and its main Hopf 
bifurcation. 
 
Figure 1: Static (dashed line) and dynamic (solid line) aerodynamic forces and moments of an aerofoil in pure 
pitching oscillation. The numbers refer to key dynamic stall events described in the text. 
 
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the governing equations of motion describing the 
aero-elastic behaviour of a typical aerofoil section with two degrees of freedom: pitch and plunge. Section 
3 describes the LB model and its implementation focussing in particular on the non-smooth definition of 
its equations. Section 4 presents two examples of Hopf bifurcations the second of which is caused by the 
non-smoothness of the aero-elastic system. The conclusions summarise the main findings of the paper. 
 
2. – STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS OF A TYPICAL AEROFOIL SECTION 
The mechanical system under investigation is a two-dimensional aerofoil section immersed in a horizontal 
flow of undisturbed speed U, as shown in fig. 2. The two degrees of freedom are: displacement in the 
vertical direction (plunge) and rotation in the plane of the figure (pitch). Plunge is denoted by h, taken to 
be positive in the downward direction, and α is the pitch angle about the elastic axis, positive if nose-up. c 
is the chord length and b = c/2 represents the mid-chord length. The elastic axis is located at a distance ahb 
from the mid-chord, whereas the mass centre is located at a distance xαb along the chord from the elastic 
axis. Both distances, ahb and xαb, are positive when measured toward the trailing edge of the aerofoil. The 
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non-dimensional coefficient ah may exclusively assume values in the range between -1 and 1. The aerofoil 
under investigation is a NACA 0012. The structural behaviour is modelled by means of linear bending and 
torsional springs and dampers which are attached at the elastic axis of the aerofoil. In this paper we 
describe the aero-elastic system by using non-dimensional parameters. In fact, it is common practice in 
aerodynamics to use non-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients instead of dimensional physical quantities 
such as forces and moments. In two-dimensional flows we use normal and chord force coefficients, CN, CC 
or equivalently lift and drag coefficients, CL,CD and pitching moment coefficient, CM. Every aerodynamic 
coefficient has been evaluated about the aerofoil quarter chord. Normal and chord forces act perpendicular 
and parallel to the airfoil chord respectively, while lift and drag forces act perpendicular and parallel to the 
free-stream direction. As a consequence of this geometric definition, we recall two well-known 
aerodynamic relations:  
CL = CN cosα − CC sinα,      CD = CN sinα + CC cosα                                (1) 
The non-dimensional equations of motion for the aerofoil have been derived in many textbooks of aero-
elasticity, see for example Fung [26], and can be written as 
2
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where the geometric angle of incidence, α, is measured in radians and the plunge displacement is 
represented by the non-dimensional quantity, ξ=h/b. The symbol (′) denotes differentiation with respect to 
the non-dimensional time S = tU/b. The offset angle θ0 is defined as the angle wherein the spring restoring 
moment equals zero  and CM0 denotes the static moment coefficient at zero incidence [23-25]. We 
highlight the coefficient CM0 is used to break the mathematical symmetry of a symmetric dynamical 
system (e.g. the case in section 4.1). The remaining parameters in equations (2-3) are: the non-dimensional 
flow velocity U*; the aerofoil radius of gyration rα; the non-dimensional mass ratio µ; the non-dimensional 
damping coefficients in plunge ξζ  and in pitch αζ ; and the ratio of natural frequencies ω . 
In the LB model the generic aerodynamic coefficient Ci is assumed to be function of aerofoil kinematics 
of the form , ', '', ', '')(i iC C α α α ξ ξ=  as explained in the next section. 
 
 
Figure 2: Notation used to describe the mechanical model of a typical aerofoil section. 
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3. – THE LEISHMAN-BEDDOES MODEL 
This section briefly describes the state-space form of the LB model as presented in [12, 13, 27]. The main 
advantage of using the state-space form is that it can be appended to the structural model to construct a 
system of ODEs representing a dynamical system including both structural and aerodynamic states. Only 
the most relevant features of the model will be presented here, more details can be found in references 
[23,24, 25, 28]. 
The dynamic stall model is represented by a set of ODEs of the form 
( , , )e qα=L
'
LBB LBx f x ,     (4) 
where /d dS=' B LBLx x . The state vector is xLB = {xLB,1 , xLB,2 , ..., xLB,n}
T, and n is the number of 
aerodynamic states, 12 in the LB model, while fLB  is the RHS  of the LB model. The inputs to the system 
are the effective pitch angle, αe, and the non-dimensional pitch rate, q. Appropriate definitions of αe and q, 
which take into account the effects of plunging, are given and further discussed below.  
The aerodynamic lift and pitching moment coefficients are given by 
( , , ), ( , , )L L e M M eC C q C C qα α= =LB LBx x                                (5) 
The dynamical system is composed of two terms: the equations of motion of the airfoil (2) and (3), and the 
equations of the dynamic stall model (4). The motion of the airfoil will determine the quantities αe and q, 
which are given as inputs to the dynamic stall model. At the same time the dynamic stall model will 
provide the aerodynamic forces required by the mechanics of the airfoil. Using the quasi-steady approach 
[28], the effective angle of incidence is given by [24, 28] 
( , , )e eα α α α ξʹ′ ʹ′= .     (6) 
The LB model also requires the pitch rate, q, which should be calculated as twice the derivative of the 
above expression, and therefore assumes the form 
( , , , , )q q α α α ξ ξʹ′ ʹ′ʹ′ ʹ′ ʹ′ʹ′= .   (7) 
The non-dimensional equations of motion (2) and (3) can be transformed into four first order ODEs by 
writing 
ˆˆ ˆ( , )ʹ′ = LBx f x x      (8) 
where { }ˆ , , , Tα α ξ ξʹ′ ʹ′=x  { }13 14 15 16ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,
Tx x x x= are the states representing the motion of the aerofoil and 
fˆ  is consequently the RHS of the structural model. Finally the system of four ODEs (8), for states 13 to 
16, must be appended to the LB model state-space formulation as defined in equation (4) to complete the 
aero-elastic system of 16 first order ODEs. The state variable vector and the RHS of the aero-elastic 
system are denoted by x and  f respectively. Hence the aero-elastic system is of the form  
( , , )e qα=x' f x                                                          (9) 
The presence of a term such as CL (αe, q) in eq. 2 makes the system of differential equation (9) implicit 
and therefore more difficult and expensive to solve numerically. However, we will neglect the 
acceleration terms, imposing ξ’’=α’’=0, in the expression for the pitch rate, i.e. we will assume q=q(α,α’,ξ’). 
The introduction of this simplification appears to be common practice, see for instance [24, 29], and we 
have checked that this has a negligible impact on the dynamical behaviour of the system when the 
parameters assume the values given later. 
The differential system (9) is integrated with the adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg routine ode45 of the 
Matlab suite [30] equipped with an event detection algorithm. As it is apparent from the equations of the 
LB model given in the appendix B, some coefficients of the equations of motion, or even the form of one 
or more equations, vary when certain algebraic equalities are satisfied. Non-smooth differential systems 
have often to be integrated with routines equipped with event detection algorithms [23]. The role of an 
event detection algorithm is to locate the values of all state variables where a discontinuity along a 
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trajectory occurs. At that point, the system of equations has to be modified and the numerical integration 
restarted with the initial conditions provided by the event detector.  
 
3.1. – ON THE NON-SMOOTHNESS OF THE LB MODEL 
The state-space LB model (4) produces as outputs the coefficients CN, CC and CM. The model consists of 
three distinct parts: attached flow, trailing edge separated flow and dynamic stall (vortex induced airloads). 
Typically the aerodynamic coefficients Ci; i=N, C, M, are calculated as sum of three components: 
P f v
i i i iC C C C= + + , where the superscripts P, f and v refer to the attached flow terms, the trailing edge 
separation and the vortex induced loads, respectively. 
3.1.1 Attached flow                                                                                                                                    
The unsteady attached flow is modelled using unsteady thin aerofoil theory (based on the potential 
function) and its behaviour is represented by a linear system of equations of the form 
{ } { } { }1 8 1 8
T T
e
Tx x x x qαʹ′ ʹ′ = +K KA B                                                 (10) 
where A is an 8×8 constant matrix, B is an 8×2 constant matrix. The attached flow parts of NC  and MC  
are therefore defined as linear functions of x1-x8  
{ } { } { }1 8
T TP P
N M
T
eC C x x qα= +KC D                                                 (11) 
where C is an 8x2 constant matrix, D is a 4x4 constant matrix. The chord force coefficient in unsteady 
attached flow equals zero, 0PCC = . Matrices A, B, C and D are given in reference [23] for the case of a 
NACA 0012 profile. 
3.1.2 Trailing edge separation                                                                                                                          
The trailing edge separation parts of CN , CC, CM  are defined as non-linear functions of x9-x11 which are 
obtained as the solution of the system of delay ODEs 
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                                     (12) 
The function f is non-smooth and is given by the modified-Kirchhoff theory in appendix A.  The dynamic 
stall onset takes place as the state variable x9 reaches the value of the critical normal force coefficient, CN1. 
Thereby, when |x9|=CN1 and |x9| is increasing, a time-like variable τv starts from 0 and the values of Tf vary 
discontinuously as indicated in table 1. 
 
Table 1: Variation of parameter Tf according to the LB model [23]. 
 0 v vlTτ≤ ≤  
 
2vl v vlT Tτ< ≤  2 vl vT τ<  
' 0e eα α⋅ ≥  
' 0e eα α⋅ <  
 
03f fT T=  
00.5f fT T=  
0 / 3f fT T=
 
00.5f fT T=
 
04f fT T=  
04f fT T=  
The parameter α1 does not depend on τv and is given by: 
10
1 0.25
10 10 1
if 0
(1 ) if 0
e e
e ex α
α α α
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α δ α α
ʹ′ ≥⎧
= ⎨ ʹ′− − <⎩
                                        (13) 
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On the other hand, when |x9|=CN1 and |x9| is decreasing, then reattachment begins and Tf  varies as follows: 
0 10
1 10
0 10
0.7
and
2 0.7
f
f
f
T if x
T
T if x
α α
≥⎧
= =⎨ <⎩
                                         (14)                                                                               
where 10α  is the experimental static stall angle, while TP, Tf0 and 1αδ  are other experimental parameters 
[23]. The corresponding aerodynamic coefficients are predicted by the modified-Kirchhoff theory  (see 
appendix A). 
3.1.3 Vortex induced airloads                                                                                                                   
The vortex induced contribution is defined by means of a delay equation of the form 
12
12
12
/ if 0 and 0 2
/ otherwise
v v e v v vl
v
c x T c T
x
x T
α τʹ′ ʹ′− ≥ < <⎧
ʹ′ = ⎨
−⎩
                           (15) 
where Tv is affected by jumps similar to those of Tf. The parameter vc  represents the strength of vortex 
induced normal force. The corresponding aerodynamic coefficients are  
12 12, 0, ( , )
v v v v
N C M M vC x C C C x τ= = = .                                              (16) 
3.2 - Location and stability of fixed points 
Since the size of the state-space aero-elastic model is 16, the co-ordinates of a fixed point of the system 
are 16 as well. From a physical standpoint, we focus our attention on the 13th co-ordinate of the fixed point, 
namely the geometric angle of incidence x13. In order to calculate it we impose both the derivatives x’ and 
the velocity terms q, x14, x16 equal to zero, because at the fixed point the system is static by definition. We 
emphasize at a fixed point the effective angle of incidence αe equals the geometric angle of incidence x13 
and, given that ' ' 0eα α= = , the parameter 1α  equals the static stall angle 10α (eq. 13). Furthermore, in 
static flows the physical condition 13 10x α= involves the equalities 10 0.7x =  and 13 9 /
S
Nx x C α= .We 
calculate the position of a fixed point just solving the algebraic system  f(x)=0, where f  is the RHS of the 
aero-elastic system (see appendix B). The 13th equation of this algebraic system, which provides the 
geometric angle of incidence x13, is uncoupled from the rest. Hence, we have to solve just one non-linear 
algebraic equation:  
( )( ) ( )* 132 2 0 0.5 0.5 00.5 S SMh NU x a C Crαπµ θ− − − + − =                               (17) 
where the expressions of the static coefficients SMC  and 
S
NC  are predicted by using the static-Kirchhoff 
theory [31] (see appendix A). The other co-ordinates of the fixed point depend only on the geometric 
angle of incidence x13 [25, 28]. Stability of fixed points can be discussed as usual by computing the 
eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix: 
∂
=
∂
x
J f
x
                                                                (18) 
The Jacobian matrix is a square matrix 16x16 and contains the first order partial derivatives of f evaluated 
at the fixed point x. In index notation, the components of the Jacobian matrix are represented by 
Jij = ∂fi /∂x j  where i,j=1,2,...,16. The stability of the aero-elastic system is determined by analysing the 
eigenvalues λi of the Jacobian matrix. If all real parts are negative the system is stable. However, if the 
real part of one eigenvalue is positive the system is unstable. By definition, at the Hopf bifurcation a pair 
of conjugate eigenvalues will cross the imaginary axis.  
 
3.3 - Equations identifying the discontinuity of interest  
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As we’ll see in section 4, the largest real part of the eigenvalues may cross the imaginary axis 
discontinuously. In this work, this jump is due to the following components of the Jacobian matrix:  
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            (20) 
where fn is the n-th equation of the RHS of the aero-elastic system at the fixed point. The discontinuity 
locus is given by the condition x13=α10, that defines two different zones of the phase space in which the 
model is defined by two different sets of equations depending on the value of the angle of incidence x13, 
evaluated at the fixed point. Although there are other discontinuities conditions within the LB model (e.g. 
x9=CN1), we are not interested in them because the discontinuous behaviour analysed in section 4 only 
refers to the above equations (19-20). From now on, we’ll refer the set of equations valid for 
13 9 10/
S
Nx x C α α= ≤ as the first set of equations, and that valid for 13 9 10/
S
Nx x C α α= >  as the second 
set of equations. 
The static stall angle α10 is a function of the Mach number as given in table 2 taken from [23] for a profile 
NACA 0012 and standard air flows with Reynolds number Re=3.6x106 . 
 
 
Table 2: Experimental static stall angle 𝛂10 as a function of Mach [23]. 
Mach 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8 
10α [deg] 14.49 11.87 9.98 8.07 5.32 3.23 0.66 
 
4. – EXAMPLES OF HOPF BIFURCATIONS 
Both aero-elastic systems presented in this section have in common the following parameters: CM0=-
0.0037; µ=36.504; 0.5ω = ; rα=0.5; ah=-0.5 and 0α ξζ ζ= = . The natural circular frequency in plunge is 
ωξ=100 rad/s. Therefore the free parameters of the system are the Mach number M  and the offset angle θ0. 
In our calculations we used an interpolation of the experimental data (e.g. α10, S1, S2, Tf0, etc ...) made 
available by Galvanetto et al. [23] as functions of Mach.  
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Figure 3: (a) Variation of the largest real part of the system eigenvalues and (b) bifurcation diagram of the relevant 
standard Hopf bifurcation. 
 
4.1 Standard Hopf bifurcation: 
We have investigated an aero-elastic system with an offset angle θ0=0°. Such a system has a fixed point 
which does not intersect the discontinuities of the LB model, therefore the aero-elastic system behaves 
like a smooth system. From linearised analysis we know that the supercritical Hopf bifurcation takes place 
at Mach ≈ 0.33645 (fig. 3.a). In the bifurcation diagram (fig. 3.b) we have plotted a mono-dimensional 
projection of the Poincaré map of the aero-elastic system. The steady solution changes topology at the 
critical point, where the fixed point becomes unstable and an LCO grows continuously.  This kind of 
behaviour is typical of smooth dynamical systems.  
 
4.2 Non-smooth Hopf bifurcation: 
The non-smoothness of the LB model can affect the bifurcation diagram remarkably. In this section, we 
have investigated a case in which the value of the offset angle θ0=14° was chosen a little lower than the 
one of the static stall angle α10. Thus as the Mach number increases the position of the fixed point crosses 
over the discontinuity line defined by the static stall angle. In fig. 4, we notice that the path of the fixed 
point (thick line) has a point of non-differentiability at the intersection with the discontinuity line (thin 
line). As the fixed point crosses the discontinuity line the Jacobian matrix undergoes a jump (eq. 19-20) 
and the same happens to its eigenvalues in a way that the largest real part of the eigenvalues, which is 
negative on one side of the discontinuity line becomes positive on the other (fig. 5.a). This discontinuous 
variation of the eigenvalues triggers a sudden loss of stability of the fixed point at Mach ≈ 0.30155 where 
a discontinuous supercritical Hopf bifurcation takes place. In the bifurcation diagram (fig. 5.b) we have 
plotted the maximum angle of incidence of the steady solution, obtained by integration in the non-
dimensional time domain. We observe that the solution changes topology at the critical point abruptly, 
passing from a fixed point to a finite amplitude periodic attractor (LCO) as Mach increases. This type of 
bifurcation is a peculiar characteristic of non-smooth dynamical systems: no smooth system can present 
such a discontinuous behaviour. To fully grasp this distinctive feature of non-smooth systems we refer to 
figure 6. For values of Mach just below the bifurcation value the first set of equation holds and the fixed 
point is stable.  
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Figure 4: Co-ordinate x13 of the fixed point (thick line) and value of the static stall angle α10 (thin line) as functions 
of Mach. If x13 at the fixed point is less than α10 the fixed point is stable, otherwise unstable. The first set of 
equations is used for x13≤α10 and the second for x13>α10 for that reason the thin line is called discontinuity line. 
The solution of the time integration with initial conditions close to the fixed point is a spiral trajectory 
converging to the stable fixed point (fig. 6.a). Conversely, for values of Mach just above the bifurcation 
value the second set of equations holds and the fixed point is unstable. The trajectory originating from a 
point close to the unstable fixed point converges to an LCO (fig. 6.b). The transition from fixed point to 
LCO and vice versa will not occur gradually but in a discontinuous way.  
 
The co-ordinate x6 of the fixed point in fig. 6(a) was calculated through the relation 6 13 66- /x x a=  taking 
as an input the variable x13 shown in fig. 4. This relation is produced applying the definition of fixed point 
to the eq. B.1 (appendix B, for i =6), substituting the 13th component of the fixed point x13 to α and 
imposing the static condition x6’=0. In a similar way the thin line in figure 6(a) is given by the equation 
x6= - 10α /a66 and therefore represents the discontinuity locus in the two-dimensional projection of the 
phase space.  
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Figure 5: (a) Variation of the largest real part of the system eigenvalues. (b) Bifurcation diagram of the relevant non-
smooth Hopf bifurcation. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
The present paper investigates possible interactions between the discontinuous definition of the equations 
of the Leishman and Beddoes (LB) dynamic stall model and the main Hopf bifurcation of the aero-elastic 
system to which they are appended. The free-stream Mach number, M, has been used as the bifurcation 
parameter for all numerical computations. Provided that the free-stream speed of sound remains constant, 
the free-stream Mach number at the Hopf bifurcation can also be recognised as the flutter speed, Uc.	  Often 
aero-elastic systems, which are stable for low values of the undisturbed airflow speed U, lose their 
stability at a critical value of Uc, at which they start oscillating. If a non-linear model is adopted at this 
main Hopf bifurcation a limit cycle is generated. In smooth systems the amplitude of the limit cycle, 
infinitesimal at the bifurcation point, grows continuously for increasing values of U. In a two-degree-of-
freedom aerofoil equipped with the LB model, such a standard Hopf bifurcation is clearly possible, 
however even another type of non-smooth Hopf bifurcation is possible, in particular if the undisturbed 
equilibrium position of the aerofoil is close to the static stall angle. In the non-smooth Hopf bifurcation the 
amplitude of the limit cycle generated at the bifurcation is immediately finite. It is apparent that the non-
smooth Hopf bifurcation is an artefact of the model which does not describe any type of natural 
phenomenon. Bifurcation diagrams showed that changes in the steady states may be caused by the 
interaction between the discontinuity boundaries and the trajectories. Hence, smoothing the discontinuities 
could modify significantly the bifurcation diagrams. This could be performed by replacing the step 
changes in parameter values and the sudden switching of ODEs, occurring at the discontinuity boundaries, 
by smooth transitions.  
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Figure 6:  Projection of trajectories in the plane x6-x13 : (a) the spiral trajectory converges to the stable fixed point, 
(b) the stable limit cycle born around the unstable fixed point. 
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APPENDIX 
A- MODIFIED-KIRCHHOFF THEORY ADAPTED TO DYNAMIC CONDITIONS 
( )
( )
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S C S
N
C
N N NN C C Cx C xCC C α α= + =                                                                  (A.2) 
( ) ( ) 10 10 1220 1 2
12 10 12
ˆ ˆ1 sin ˆ ;M N x
x x x
C C K K x K x
x x x
π
>⎧⎡ ⎤= + − + = ⎨⎣ ⎦ ≤⎩
                                                      (A.3) 
where  CNC  is the circulatory part of the normal force coefficient and  
S
NC α  is the static normal force 
coefficient slope. Substituting  f  to xˆ  and to 10x we return to the classical static-Kirchhoff theory [31].  
B- RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF THE AERO-ELASTIC SYSTEM 
In this appendix we render explicit the 16 components of the RHS of the aero-elastic system f , previously 
represented in the general mathematical form as the RHS of an ODEs system x’=f(x).  
 
( )( )
( )( )
( )( )
/ 1,2
/ 3,5,
0.5
6
/ 4,7,8
ii i
i ii i
ii i
b U a x i
f b U a x i
b U a x q i
qα
α
+ =⎧
⎪
= + =⎨
+ =
+
⎪
⎩
                                                                                     (B.1) 
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( ) ( ) ( )2 2 3 39 11 1 41 41 1 91/ 4 / 1/Pf T c x c x c x c x M M q xα + −= + + + +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦                                                (B.2) 
( ){ }
( ){ }
9 1 1 10 9 1
10
9 1 0 9 12 11/
1/ 1 0.3exp / / /
0.04 0.66exp / / /
S S
f N N
S S
f N N
T S x
f
T S
x C x C
x C x Cx
α α
α α
α α
α α
⎧ ⎡ ⎤⋅ − −⎣ ⎦⎪
= ⎨
⎡ ⎤
−
⎪ ⋅ + −
≤
+ >⎣ − ⎦⎩
                              (B.3) 
11 11 / vf x T= −                                                                                                                                                                           (B.4) 
( ) ( ){ }
( ) ( ){ }
0 13 1 1 1 13 1
1
0
2
13 1 1 12 1
2
32
1/ 0.63 1 0.3exp
1/ 0.63 0.04 0.66exp
/
/
f
f
T S x
f
T S
x x
x xx
α α
α α
− ≤
−
⎧ ⎡ ⎤⋅ − −⎣
+ >
⎦⎪
= ⎨
⎡ ⎤⋅ + −⎪ ⎣ ⎦⎩
                                           (B.5) 
1 13 4f x=                                                                                                                                                                                     (B.6) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
1 * 2 * 1 * 2 2
14 13 0
2
14 15
1* 1
2 2
2 2
16 0
/ 1 2
2 0.5 2L h N M M
f x r U x U x U r x x
U r x x x C a C C Cr
α α α α α
ξ α α α α
θ ζ ω
ζ ω πµ
− − − −
−
−
−−
⎡= − − + − +⎣
⎤− − + + + + ⎥⎦
                    (B.7) 
15 16f x=                                                                                                                                                                                  (B.8) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
1 * 2 * 1 * 2 2
1 13 0 14 15
1* 1 2
2 2 1
2
0
1
16
6
1
/ 1 2
02 .5 2L h N M M
f x x r U x U x x U x
x U x x C Cr C Cr a
α α α α α
ξ α α α α
θ ζ ω
ζ ω πµ
− − − −−
−−−−
⎡= − − − − + +⎣
⎤+ + + + + + ⎥⎦
    (B.9) 
where M is the Mach number. The coefficients aii are diagonal components of the matrix A (eq. 10), while 
c11 , c12, c13 and c14   are four components of the matrix C (eq. 11).       
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